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About This Content

Silver Avalonian bundle is available for purchase only in the period of Early Access.

If you have the Silver Founder title, do not purchase this bundle. In a short time, you will get it for free as it is included in your
founder bundle. You can purchase other DLC bundles and get the listed bonuses.

Bonuses will be distributed as soon as the corresponding game mechanics are introduced:

Bundle includes:

Premium currency to the amount of $50;

Box with unique items;

Forum and game title: Silver Avalonian Bundle;

3 additional slots in your inventory;

Personal teleporter to a peaceful area with 30 min cooldown;

5 unique personal cabin decor elements;
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5 unique hangar decor elements;

Unique pet-drone;

Unique quad bike skin;

Unique wings skin;

Unique buggy skin.
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Title: Project Genom - Silver Avalon Pack
Genre: Action, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
NeuronHaze
Publisher:
NeuronHaze
Release Date: 12 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7,8,10 (64-bit only)

Processor: 2 GHz quad-core Intel or AMD

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 460 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 11 GB available space

English,Russian
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Unless you are doing this strictly as a hobby without the intention of ever going to market, this Developer Upgrade is absolutely
needed, and odds are you've checked out the additional features available thorugh the upgrade and are almost ready to spring for
it. It's really worth the additional cost. This powerful program is my new go-to for rapid development of 2D cross-platform apps
through final deployment. The in-program tutorials are somewhat difficult to follow and would be aided by video counterparts
(starting at Chocoblast Lesson 11 - but never fear, video turorials are abundant online via other websites), but some quick online
searches will help you put together the missing pieces (face it - if you really want to develop a game beyond the hobby level
you'll need to enhance your own personal troubleshooting skills anyway, so don't let the getting-up-to-speed tutorial issues
bother you). It's a great, helpful, active community that I'm excited to be a part of.. The game is alright, a bit short in my opinion
and quite a lot of movie watching, slow walking speed but quite enjoyable. if the other two parts come out maybe play them all
in one go as you're looking at about an hour ish of gamplay for this.

not bad, not brilliant.

6-7\/10. I came across this game in the Overload forums, and damn am I glad that I did! It is fantastic. I just finished my first
playthrough and loved every second of it. I wont speak too much on the mechanics of the game, because I think that the way it
shows\/teaches you is perfect, and I wont spoil that.

The sound design is great. The way one person explained it in the forums for Overload was "fruity" and I think that fits pretty
well. Once you hear it, you will understand. The music is great. I love the level design and the variation in enemies throughout.
The pacing of the game felt great to me as well. The upgrade system works really well and is implemented perfectly here.

This is hands down my favorite twin stick shooter. I am ashamed that it took me two years to find it. Well done dev's, well done.

Going to start a New Game (+) now :).. Okay, i have been playing little time, but i think i got enough playtime to give an
accurate review:

Game is FUN
it is simple but not dumb; i diddnt feel like a little kid playing bricks; there is a lot of complex things you can do.

There are a couple of things i'd like to point out.

Its not a full game YET worth the 70 pesos\/ 6 dollars but there are some core things missing.
1-Hinges
2- Boosters that can point up
3-curved blocks, i mean, you got spheres.

etc; really minor details in that regard, but that are expected; you have to realize that there are plentry of block based games
who, well have this things. from the depths, scrap mechanic space engineers, medieval engineers etc.

the advantage this game has is that is not overwhelming. One level of tutorial and you are ready to go. the challenges teach you
the rest.

recomendations? add some things that make me not have to redesigne the entire launcher just because i messed up the angle.
tone it down with the brightness of the grass?

I cant give you pointers in technical issues as i have a very high end pc, so if there are any issues, my pc just powers through
them.

Good game, wont be refunding it XD it does need work. I came across this game on Humble Bundle's store and was drawn in by
the survival aspect of the game.
I'm ofter playing stuff like The Forest, Just Survive, The Long Dark... Etc.
I'm so glad I got this game! Think Turok but with crafting, suvival mechanics (i.e. thirst, hunger, stamina, diseases) and even
better graphics!
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The A.I. is really something special! My first time loading up a new game I accidently ran in to the path of a Utahraptor...
Immediatley it made an awesome sound and ducked round a hill. Then circled round me and attacked me from the left! So cool!
I've encountered several other humans who have offered trades and you can even get them to join up with you.

The game has enviromental effects too, which I think is pretty unique and cool. Meteors (I think... It's from the sky, makes a
huge bang and kicks up dust clouds!)
Earthquakes! The animation for these need work... the player model shakes rather than the surroundings but still cool.
Lava. Whilest walking around the side of a volcano I began burning up from the heat!

Absolutely huge potential and definitely worth getting! What are you waiting for?!
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Pros:

-simple
-quick to learn
-addictive
-lots of stuff to collect, to create, and to find
-dank frog sage (and actual frog)
-it actually has some sort of guidance with the NPCS

Cons:

-very dependent on chance (even the bonuses)
-almost impossible to get to the last level
-bows and crossbows are near useless due to using 2 actions (nock and fire)
-monsters tend to swarm in the later levels

Saving a playthrough then returning to it later seems to cause the session to disappear. This has happened to 2 characters already
and I was very lucky with them.. A good middle-ground Roguelike with an excellent User Interface. While it's not incorrect to
call it a simplified Dungeon Crawl Stone Soup, it also isn't simplified at the cost of fun or depth.

Ananias is extemely accessible and quick to get started with an interface that is clear, concise and doesn't leave you with a lot of
questions as to how the game operates. You'll be playing in seconds.

Procedural dungeons and multiple classes should provide a decent amount of replayability. Online leaderboards let you compare
your overall achievements with a community.

This is a roguelike that tried to streamline the process of playing by allowing quicker movement between rooms whenever
enemies aren't present. While leveling is streamlined as well and based simply on making it to the next foor, players still have a
wealth of weapons, equipment, familiars(pets), bandages mixable potions and more to give more player-choice. Leveling-up
also comes with a choice of how one wishes to build their character as you delve deeper into the dungeon.

For $4.99US, I think this is a fun contribution to the roguelike genre that does a great job of being a little simpler than a
"hardcore" roguelike, but not at the expense of fun - and it still has some welcome RPG-like depth

You can see my casual video review on YouTube: https:\/\/youtu.be\/pCN2l1i-Vdw. Epic Showdown
----------------

Forgot what the reviewers say!
This game is amazing.

The gameplay might not look the best, the graphics might not look the best.
You have to play the game for yourself, trust me.

If I listened to what these disgusting reviewer trolls said, and well they're just disgusting trolls.

They're trying to tarnish this game's reputation.

This game is so cheap! Literally it's $0.99!!!
This game should be the full $59.99 like most TripleA games. You're getting an amazing deal. This game isn't bad, it's just
painted to be that way.

I would right a longer review, however I have to get back to playing the game! It's that good.

Please \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing send help Naloki kidnapped me please. I've been here for four days now.
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 They're forcing me to write this send hel...
. Absolute and exceedingly lazy Unity Asset GARBAGE. And to think that this game was actually in "early access"
developement for more than two years right here on Steam...

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=OMcIHg0Rx4g&feature=youtu.be

This developer should be ashamed of himself and this abomination and huge pile of Unity asset fecal matter he calls "365
Days"...

My score using my indie game reviewing system: a NEGATIVE 10 on a scale of 0 to 100. Nothing of value what-so-ever and a
negative point for every American dollar this shameless developer is asking for it.

NOT RECOMMENDED. Go pay a random farmer $10 for some fresh pig crap and rub it all over your body BEFORE you buy
this trash as that would be a much better way to spend your money.. At least that farmer might be able to buy a loaf of bread,
some butter, and a gallon of milk. Farmer Jed would also be much more deserving of your money than this scam artist
developer.. I was really hoping for something good. And for the most part, I got it. However, the poor voice acting ruined it for
me, and I couldn't bring myself to play anymore of it. No inflection whatsoever.
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